
 

 

 
Five-a-Side Football Tournament Formula 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
48 teams will participate in the Five-a-Side Football Tournament, subdivided into twelve groups of four 
teams each (GROUP C1, GROUP C2, GROUP C3…GROUP C16). 
 
The games will be organised into 2 halves, each one lasting 20 minutes (not actual playing time) with a 5-
minute break between the first and second halves. Only during the direct elimination round, penalty kicks will 
be performed in the event that the score is tied when time is up (3 penalty kicks per team, plus sudden death, 
if necessary). 
 
During the group stage, the rankings of each group will be determined according to the following scores: 

- 3 points for each game won, 
- 1 point for each game that ended in a tie,  
- 0 points for each game lost. 

 
In the event of a tie, the order will be determined as follows:     

a. points awarded in direct face-offs (in the case of three tied teams: a tiebreaker), 
b. number of games won, 
c. goal difference, 
d. most goals scored, 
e. least goals conceded,  
f. highest score obtained in the fair play table, 
g. teams drawn at random. 

  
The fair play table takes into account each team’s behaviour over the course of the championship, assigning 
them points for actions such as receiving a yellow card (-1), expulsion due to multiple yellow cards (-2), direct 
expulsion (-3), and forfeiting a match (-6).  

  
At the end of the group stage, the teams that have ranked first in each group and second in each group 
will move on to the direct elimination round.  
 
Two merit-based rankings will be drawn up: one for the first-place teams and another for the second-
place teams. 
  



 

 

 
Both the merit-based ranking will take into account, in order of importance, the following factors:  

a. final position in the group, 
b. points scored, 
c. number of games won, 
d. goal difference, 
e. most goals scored, 
f. least goals conceded, 
g. highest score obtained in the fair play table, 
h. teams drawn at random. 

 

 
The merit-based ranking will determine the conclusive ranking for the following pairs:  
P1, P2, … , P16 [P1 = best first-place team, … , P12 = worst first-place team] 
S1, S2, …, S16 [ S1 = best second-place teams, …, S4 = worst second-place teams] 
  
Once the 32 teams participating in the round of 32 have been established, the pairing of the races will 
follow the following scheme (NB. Crossings will also be possible with teams from the same group): 
 
Game SED1: P1 vs S16 
Game SED2: P2 vs S15 
Game SED3: P3 vs S14 
Game SED4: P4 vs S13 
Game SED5: P5 vs S12 
Game SED6: P6 vs S11 
Game SED7: P7 vs S10 
Game SED8: P8 vs S9 
Game SED9: P9 vs S8 
Game SED10: P10 vs S7 
Game SED11: P11 vs6 
Game SED12: P12 vs S5 
Game SED13: P13 vs S4 
Game SED14: P14 vs S3 
Game SED15: P15 vs S2 
Game SED16: P16 vs S1 
 
The teams that win the round of 32, will move on to the round of 16: 
 
Game OTT1: winner of SED1 vs winner of SED16 
Game OTT2: winner of SED2 vs winner of SED15 
Game OTT3: winner of SED3 vs winner of SED14 
Game OTT4: winner of SED4 vs winner of SED13 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Game OTT5: winner of SED5 vs winner of SED12 
Game OTT6: winner of SED6 vs winner of SED11 
Game OTT7: winner of SED7 vs winner of SED10 
Game OTT8: winner of SED8 vs winner of SED9 
 
The team that win the round of 16, will move on the quarter-finals: 
 
Game QRT1: winner of OTT1 vs winner of OTT8 
Game QRT2: winner of OTT2 vs winner of OTT7 
Game QRT2: winner of OTT3 vs winner of OTT6 
Game QRT4: winner of OTT4 vs winner of OTT5 
 
The teams that win the quarter-finals, will move on to the semi-finals: 
 
Game SEM1: winner of QRT1 vs. winner of QRT4 
Game SEM2: winner of QRT2 vs. winner of QRT3 
 
The winners of the semi-finals will move on to the final game (scheduled for December 15th 2022), 
which will determine the champion degree course for Five-a-Side Football Tournament. 

 
 


